BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
NEW MEMBER OF THE PARTIES
UNECE
CONVENTION ON THE PROTECTION AND USE OF TRANSBOUNDARY WATERCOURSES AND INTERNATIONAL LAKES – WATER CONVENTION
• According Dayton Agreement in 1995 B&H become an independent country

• B&H consist of two entities
  • Federation of B&H (FBiH) with 10 Cantons
  • Republic of Srpska (RS)
  • Brčko District – Independent political unit

• Municipalities are local administrative units within the entities which have their own governing bodies
  • 92 Municipalities in FBiH
  • 43 Municipalities in RS
SAVA RIVER Watershed
(Danube River Basin)

ADRIATIC SEA Watershed
- Krka River Basin
- Cetina River Basin
- Neretva and Trebišnjica River Basin
• B&H IS MEMBER OF ICPDR ORGANISATION SINCE 2004

• BARCELONA CONVENTION – CONVENTIONS OF MEDITERRANEAN PROTECTION

• B&H IS MEMBER OF SAVA COMMISSION
  (Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro, B&H)
Since 1996, B&H signed a bilateral agreement with Republic Croatia about water management in transboundary watercourses based on the Helsinki Convention.

According to this agreement, the International Water Commission restored. The task of this Commission is to solve problems about transboundary watercourses, water supply and sewage systems, exploitation of river gravel, navigation, flood protection, etc.
IN THIS MOMENT B&H EXIST INITIATIVE THAT OPEN QUESTIONS ABOUT WATER MANAGEMENT ON TRANSBOUNDARY WATERCOURSES WITH SERBIA AND WITH MONTENEGRO BE ABLE SOLVE ON SIMILAR WAY LIKE WITH REPUBLIC CROATIA
ON 12th AUGUST 2009. THE PRESIDENTSHIP OF B&H RATIFIED UNECE CONVENTION OF THE PROTECTION AND USE OF TRANSBOUNDARY WATERCOURSES AND INTERNATIONAL LAKES-WATER CONVENTION.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!